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The automation revolution: humans at the helm
Technology is driving and enabling change on an unprecedented 
scale. Automation, AI, machine learning and deep learning are 
quickly becoming the new sinews of successful businesses. 
They have huge potential to enhance innovation and productivity 
as well as impact on the fundamentals of business – structures, 
service delivery, competitive advantage and workforce 
engagement.

Many are lamenting the rise of the robots and the weakening 
power of humanity. The undeniable truth is that this change 
is already happening and providing new opportunities that 
businesses must embrace and adapt to.

In this session, Benedict Dellot, Associate Director of Economics, 
Enterprise and Manufacturing at the RSA will draw on findings 
from his ‘Age of Automation’ report. He’ll explore how we can 
embrace and influence this technology-enabled shift to maximise 
the positive economic and employment effects of inclusive 
automation, on our own terms.
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Future events
The project will continue to evolve over 2018 and planned 
events include:

• A new era of ethical governance

• AI: How are established organisations deploying it; 
who is making the decisions; what are the inhibitors; 
where is the opportunity?

• 21st century workplace - the people challenge

• The human cloud - virtual working and futureproofing 
organisational strategy

• When does customer customisation become 
corporate big brother? 

• Building Anti-Fragility into Cyber Strategy

• The transforming global political landscape – what’s 
the strategic impact?

For full information, please visit www.thezebraproject.co


